We have developed a technique for automatic transliteration of named entities for English-Chinese crowlanguage spoken document retrieval (CL-SDR). Our retrieval system integrates machine translation, speech recognition and information retrieval technologies. An English news story forms a textual query that is autot&tically translated into Chinese words, which are mapped into Mandarin syllables by pronunciation dictionary lookup. Mandarin radio news broadcasts form spoken documents that are indexed by word and syllable recognition. The information retrieval engine performs matching in both word and syllable scales. The English queries contain many named entities that tend to be out-of-vocabulary words for machine ganslation and speech recognition, and are omitted in retrieval. Names are oflen transliterated across languages and are generally important for retrieval. We present a technique that takes in a name spelling and automatically generates a phoneric cognate in terms of Chinese syllables to be used in retrieval. Experiments show consistent retrieval performance improvements by including the use of named entities in this way.
INTRODUCTION
We have developed an English-Chinese cross-language spoken document retrieval (CL-SDR) system, where English textual queries are used to retrieve Mandarin spoken documents, i.e. a cross-language and cross-media information retrieval task. With the growing multi-media and multi-lingual content in the global information infrastructure, CL-SDR technologies are potentially very powerful, as they enable the user to search for personally relevant audio content, (e.g. recordings of meetings, lectures or radio broadcasts), across the barriers of language and media.
Our system accepts an entire English textual story (from newspapers) as the input query, and automatically retrieves relevant Mandarin audio stories (from radio broadcasts). We refer to the English story as our query exemplar, and this retrieval context as query-by-eromple. Our task is illustrated in Figure 1 . Mandarin is the key dialect of Chinese. English and Chinese are two predominant languages used by the global population. They are very different linguistically, hence EnglishChinese CL-SDR presents unique research challenges.
A prevailing problem in our task is that the topically diverse news domain contains many named entities, and these are oflen out-of-vocabulary words (OOV) in recognition and translation.
In word recognition for audio indexing, OOV' may be erroneously substituted by other in-vocabulary words. Our ' These are words unknown to the speech recognizer solution to this problem is to use syllable remgnition, where the OOV is transcribed as its constitlltent syllables. This is feasible because a compact inventory of approximately 400 base syllables can provide 1 1 1 phonological coverage for the Chinese language. Additionally, a syllable forms the pronunciation of a Chinese character with a many-to-many mapping. An inventory of approximately 6,000 characters provides full textual coverage in Chinese. However, the Chinese word may consist of one to multiple characters, hence character combinations can produce an unlimited number of Chinese words. There is no explicit word delimiter and the task of segmenting a character sequence into a word sequence contains much ambiguity. Consequently, we have augmented word-based retrieval with character-and syllable-based retrieval. We use overlapping character/syllable n-grams t? circumvent the problem of tokenization ambiguity. CharacteriSyllable bigrams fare best among n-grams in retrieval performance, and character bigrams outperform words, based on our experiments with the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) Collection from the LDC.' The OOV problem is also present in English text query mslation -query terms absent from our translation dictionary implies that they will not be translated into the Chinese query for ' Linguistic Data Consortium, htto:ii\\ww.ldc.aoenn.edui 0-7803-7343-X/02/$17.00 Q 2002 IEEE subsequent retrieval. Very often these are named entities, i.e. names of people, organizaiton, location, etc., which are in fact importaut for retrieval. If we reference contemporaneous English and Chinese news corpora, we will find that named entites are often transliterated from the source to the target language. Transliteration involves generation of a phonetic cognate, i.e. the transliteration of a name into the target language aims to achieve a pronounciation similar to that in the source language of origin. For example, "Ireland" is commonly transliterated as e R 1, which is pronounced as /ai-er-lan/ in pinyin transcription for the Chinese syllable. However, there are no hard-and-fast rules in the generation of phonetic wgnatcs, and the mapping may have variations. For example, consider the banslation of "Kosovo" (pronounced Ik ow so ax v ow/') -sampling Chinese newspapers in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong produces the following translations: **a ike-suo-wo/, *)fM ke-suo-fo/, *h* /ke-suo-fu/,*** /ke-suo-fu/, or t t G a ike-suo-fo/.
QUERIES DOCUMENTS
To incorporate namid entities into retrieval, we have developed an automatic names transliteration procedure that involves CIOSSlingual phonetic mapping (CLPM) to generate phonetic cognates. A similar idea has previously been applied to EnglisWJapanese (Katakana) and EnglisWArabic translation (Knight and Graehl, 1997) , (Stalls and Knight, 1998) . Ours is one of the first attempts for EnglisWChinese transliteration which also incorporates automatic English spelling-topronunciation generation followed a mapping of English phones into Chinese syllables. 
NAMED ENTITY TRANSLITERATION

Deted Chinese Names
The fist step in our process is to detect romanized Chinese names. These may be in the (commonly used) Wade Giles or pinyin conventions? We have extracted the hvo syllable inventories from the Internet, as well as the mapping from Wade Giles to pinyin. Detection of romanized Chinese names is achieved by a lee-Wright maximum-matching (greedy) segmentation algorithm. The two syllable lists are used in hlm for segmentation, since only one convention will be used at a time. If we can successfully segment the input named entity into a sequence of Chinese syllables, our procedure returns the corresponding pinyin syllable sequence, which can be used for query formulation in retrieval. Otherwise we proceed to the next step. 
Generate English Pronunciations
If the input is not a romanized Chinese name, we attempt to automatically acquire a pronunciation for the foreign name in terms of English phonemes. We begin by looking up the pronunciation lexicon PRONLEX provided by LDC. If the name is found, this procedure outputs an English phoneme sequence. Otherwise the spelling of the name is passed to our automatic letter-to-phoneme generation process.
Our letter-tophoneme generator applies a set of rules to generate an English pronunciation from the input spelling. This set of letter-to-phoneme NIhas been automatically inferred from data by the following process: We used the entire PRONLEX lexicon which contains 90,000 words for training. For each word, we aligned the spelling with the pronunciation in a Viterbi-style to achieve a one-to-one letter-to-phoneme mapping, e.g. "appraise" is aligned with /ax pp null IT cy null zz null/. A /null/ phoneme is inserted when we encounter geminate letten, or in cases where more than one letters map into a single phoneme. We then apply the transformation-based error-driven learning p L ) approach (Brill 1995) to these alignments to obtain a set of transformation rules for spelling-to-pronunciation generation. Referring to Figure 1 , these rules were able to 0-7803-7343-X/OU$17.00 0 2002 IEEE generatc the pronunciation /kk rr ih ss tt aa ff er/' for the input spelling "Christopher".
Apply Cross-Lingual Phonological Rules
Chinese is monosyllabic in nature, but English is not. Therefore we observe some phonological differences between the two languages. For example, the name Bush is pronounced as a single syllable h b uh sh/ in English, but transliterated as two syllables in Chinese -mu shd. Another example, e.g. Clinton M II ih M tt ih n d contains a consonant cluster (/kk IU), but its Chinese transliteration inserts a syllable nucleus in between the consonants, and is pronounced as ke lin dud.
We have written a set of phonological NI= to tansform the English pronunciation, in an attempt to bridge some of the discrepancies mentioned above.
This serves to ease the subsequent process of cross-lingual phonetic mapping (CLPM). We collected a bilingual proper name list which contain English proper nantes with their Chinese transliterations. Our list is derived from LDC's English-Chinese bilingual term list with CETA (Chinese-English Translation Assistance), a list from the National Taiwan University? and some name pairs harvested from the Internet. We randomly allocated !raining and test sets, with 2233 and I541 names respectively. Each name pair contains the English name and corresponding Chinese translation I transliteration. We looked up the English name pronunciation from PRONLEX, and the Chinese pronunciation from LDC's Mandarin CALLHOME lexicon.
We obtained a one-to-one phoneme-to-phoneme alignment between the English name pronunciation and the Chinese name pronunciation by means of a finite-state transducer (FST) (Molui et al., 1998) . The FST was initialized with some obvious English-phonemeto-Chinesephoneme correspondences, and ' The InulUphoneme has been discarded in the generated output.
' This list is provided by H. H. Chen from National Taiwan University.
trained iteratively on a set of phoneme pain until convergence is reached. The converged FST is used to align our training words, and then we applied TEL to derive a set of transformation rules to map English phonemes into Chinese phonemes. Given a testing English phoneme sequence, application of our tansformation rules will generate a single Chinese phoneme sequence.
Generate a Chinese Phoneme Lattice
Based an an English phoneme sequence, CLPM generates a single Chinese phoneme sequence as output. We need to apply Chinese syllabic constraints to this phoneme sequence to produce a syllable sequence (in pinyin). However, this Chinese phoneme sequence may eontain errors. In order to include phoneme alternatives prior to syllabification, we try to capture common confusions in CLPM. To do this, we applied our transformation rules to each English pronunciation in the training set, and compared the generated Chinese phoneme sequence with the reference sequence to produce a confusion matrix. The matrix stores the frequency of confusion for each reference-phonendoutput-phoneme pair.
Upon testing, the confusion matrix is used to generate a phoneme lattice prior to syllabification. A phoneme lattice is illustrated in Figure 3 . Given an English name (Cecil Taylor) and its English pronunciation (note that this is an overgeneralization because not all names are of English origin, but we treat them as such for the sake of simplicity in lener-tophoneme generation), we applied CLPM to give a wrresponding Chinese phoneme string Is a x e er t ai 1 el (first row of nodes). For each Chinese phoneme in this string, we expand with all its confusable alternatives by referencing the confusion matrix. For example, the first Chinese phoneme Id has been confused with la/ and /k/, and these are insetted to form a lattice. Similarly, the second phoneme /a/ has been confused with /ail which gets inserted as well. The inserted nodes in the lattice are also weighted by their probability of confusion, derived from the statistics in the confusion matrix. The expanded nodes serve to provide alternative phonemes for syllabification. Fignre 3. Example of a phoneme lattice generated from the ontput of CLPM.
Search Syllable Graph with a Syllable Bigrsm
We search our phoneme lattice exhaustively for Chinese phoneme sequences which can constitute legitimate syllables, to create a syllable graph (see Figure 4) . We then traverse the graph by A* search to find the N most probable syllable sequence. 
IMPACT ON ENGLISH-CHINESE CLSDR PERFORMANCE
We have incorporated the automatic names transliteration procedure into our task of English-Chinese CL-SDR. The experiment was based on the TDT Collection. Query exemplars were drawn from English news text (from the New York Times and Associated Press). Audio documents were drawn from Voice of America news broadcasts in Mandarin. The TDT collection has manual, exhaustive topic annotations that serve as relevance judgements for retrieval. There are I7 topics in total in the collection, and we included up to 12 query exemplars for each topic in our retrieval experiments. Retrieval performance is measured by non-intepolated mean average precision. (mAP). As mentioned earlier, we used both words and character bigrams for retrieval, and the latter outperfom the former, as shown in the TDT-2 results in Table   2 . We extracted the 200 most common named entities that have been tagged in our query exemplars (by the BBN Identifinder). These are processed by our named entity transliteration procedure and the output syllable sequences are used to augment the translated Chinese query. From Table 2 we see that named entity transliteration brought about -11 but consistent improvements to both word-based and character-based retrieval.
The improvement is not statistically significant, though we believe lhis is due to the limited number of names have been transliterated. This is an ongoing research effort, and we plan to M e r investigate ways to enhance retrieval performance by handling OOV via transliteration. Table 2 . Perlonuance evaluation for Enelish-Chinese C G -SDR (mAP). The named entity transliteration procedure brought improvements to both word-based and subwordbased (character higrams) retrieval.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a named entity transliteration technique for English-Chinese cross-lingual spoken document retrieval. In our retrieval task, the English queries often contain named entities that are absent from o w translation dictionary, As a wnsequence, these names m o t be utilized for retrieval. To address this problem, the named entity transliteration procedure automatically generates a Chinese syllable sequence (in pinyin), based on the English spelling of the named entity. This syllable sequence is incorporated during query formulation, and used in retrieval by matching with the documents in syllable space.
We have adopted a data-driven approach for namedentity transliteration. The process involves automatic English spellingto-pronunciation generation followed hy applieation of crosslingual phonetic mapping to transform the English pronunciation into its Chinese phonetic copnate(s). Transliterated syllable accuracy is ahout 47.5%.
We ran retrieval experiments based
on the Topic Detection and Tracking collection from the LDC. With named entity transliteration, word-based retrieval was improved from 0.464 to 0.471. Character-based retrieval was improved from 0.514 to 0.522. Our results suggest that the named entity transliteration procedure shows promise in salvaging untranslatable names to improve English-Chinese CL-SDR perfarmance.
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